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Abstract 
A general procedure, inspired from that used for deterministic partial differential equations, 
is presented to reduce the Zakai stochastic Pde of filtering on R” to a stochastic Pde on a 
lower-dimensional space RF’, with m < n. The method is based upon invariance group techniques. 
We show how the existence of invariant solutions of the Zakai equation is related to geometric 
properties of the infinitesimal generator of the signal process. An illustration of the method to a 
two-dimensional tracking problem with bearings-only measurements is presented. With a specific 
choice of the bearings-dependent output function, we obtain a continuous model for which the 
Zakai equation has solutions which can be computed from a one-dimensional stochastic Pde 
instead of a two-dimensional Pde for the general solution. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the partially observed stochastic process given by the following system 
with correlated noises: 
dx, = f(xt 1 dt + &t > 0 dot + g”(xt 10 dyt , xo N PO, 
dy, = h(xt ) dt + dwt, yo = 0, (1) 
where XE R”, f(x)ER”, S(x)=(gl(x),...,g,(x))E([W”)“, B(x)=(9”,(x),...,~~(n)) 
E (W)J’, y E iwp, h(x) = (h,(x), . . . , h,(x)) E RJ’. Here f, g, .cj and h are assumed to be 
smooth (Cm) and (v, ), (w() are independent II- and p-dimensional Brownian motions 
and ode,, odw, denote Stratonovich increments. 
The filtering problem consists in the characterization and study of the conditional 
law of the state xI given the past observations {yy, s< t}. One can show, under tech- 
nical assumptions (Pardoux, 1981), that there exists an unnormalized conditional law 
r3t satisfying 
do,($) = o,(Mo4)dt + 5 o,(M$) 0 dy:, 00 = 110, (2) 
I=1 
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where we have noted 
M)ti=~$L;~+L~&~ k+gLg,“i) 2 
(3) 
A4i4 = (Lg( + hi)4, i = 1,. . , p. 
Here we used the following Lie derivative notation for a smooth vector field g = x1=, 
gig and a smooth function 4: 
(4) 
If the measure cf has smooth density pI, it satisfies the following stochastic partial 
differential equation 
P 
(5) 
i=l 
We will refer to Eq. (5) as to the Zakai equation (Zakai, 1969). 
We will concentrate on the conditions and methods under which the general Zakai 
equation of filtering, whose solution is defined on Iw”, can be reduced to a stochastic 
partial difSerentia1 equation on a lower-dimensional space R” with m < n. 
Invariance group techniques appear to be a useful tool for reduction since we look 
for special solutions presenting a certain degree of symmetry. These quite general tech- 
niques (Olver, 1986), have been used and developed by Rosencrans in the elliptic and 
parabolic cases (Rosencrans, 1976, 1977). They were introduced for the filtering prob- 
lem by Baras (Baras, 1981): general conditions were given under which the solution 
of a filtering problem could be computed from that of another one, thanks to the ex- 
istence of a common invariance group. Here, concerning the application to reduction, 
we follow Olver (Olver, 1986) and use specific geometric results that are developed 
in Cohen de Lara (1991), with applications to the geometric and symmetry properties 
of diffusions in Cohen de Lara (1995) and to the finite-dimensional filters problem in 
Cohen de Lara (1997b). 
In Section 2, we explain how invariance group techniques can be used to simplify 
the conditional law in a tracking example. In Section 3, the general reduction pro- 
cedure is outlined and results are stated (using results recalled in the Appendix A). 
We conclude by presenting extensions to discrete time problems and links with one- 
dimensional finite-dimensional filters. 
2. Illustration of the method: A tracking example 
Consider a target, for which we assume that the speed vector is fixed and known, and 
the associated tracking problem. The modeling consists in taking linear coordinates in 
the plane containing both the trajectory of the target and the observation point (Levine 
and Pignie, 1986). The evolution equation of the target is given by 
2, = - V, jz=o. (6) 
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Now, assume that bearings-only measurements Zi, . . . , zk are available at discrete in- 
stants of a uniform partition 0 = to < ’ ’ ’ < tk < ’ ‘: 
zk = 6(x(&)) = arctan 
This problem can be formulated as a nonlinear filtering problem if we introduce a 
stochastic framework. Let H be a smooth function and let us define 
Y(t)=H(B(X(t)))=H (arctan(z (8) 
By this, we just shape the observations and this will be useful latter. By Eq. (6), we 
have 
y(tk+l ) - y(s) =H(e(x(t,)> - H(&X(tk+l)> = - v J lk+’ ti p(X(s)) ds. I 
Thus, we propose the following stochastic model (with s > 0) 
dx,(t) = - Vdt + &dul(t), 
dxz(t) = &dU), 
dy(t)= - V 
a(H 0 0) 
,1(x(4)d~ + dw(s). 
We put 
h(x)= - egqx). 
(9) 
(10) 
Now, the Zakai equation for the conditional density pr of the state x(t) given the 
past observations {y(s), s d t} is (in Stratonovich form): 
dpt = 
E 8% E a24 apt 1 2 ZP+Zz+V--2hpt 
1 2 a4 
(11) 
This two-dimensional stochastic partial differential equation is naturally infinite- 
dimensional. It is possible to compute the solutions of the Zakai equation when a 
finite-dimensional filter exists, namely when the solution depends on a finite number 
of parameters related to the observation process, as it is the case with the well-known 
Kalman filter. However, many results point out the very limited number of such filters 
(Chaleyat-Maurel and Michel, 1984; Ocone and Pardoux, 1989; Levine, 1991; Cohen 
de Lara 1997a, b). 
In our case, it can easily be seen that there is no smooth function H such that h in 
Eq. (10) is linear: thus, there is no way of applying the Kalman filter. 
However, there is a way of simplifying the Zakai equation (11). For this, let us 
shape the observations by choosing 
H( 0) = log tan(0/2). (12) 
Since 
a a 
- =cose- - 
sin H a 
ax1 ar T-28 
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we find by Eq. (10) that 
h(X)= - V (13) 
With such an expression for h, we shall show that, though remaining infinite dimen- 
sional, the Zakai equation (11) can be reduced to a one-dimensional stochastic Pde. 
Proposition 2.1. When h depends only on r = dm, there exists a particular so- 
lution of the Zakai equation (11) of the form 
where the function q1 satisjes the following stochastic Pde on IO, +CXI[: 
dq, = 
6 d2% E aqt v2 h2 
~~+~~-zqt-2q~ 
Proof. Let qt be a solution of the stochastic Pde 
dq, = 
E a24t E aql v2 h2 
Zar2+2raY-2Eq1-Tqf 
(14) 
(15) 
Then, pt(r, 0) = exp(( Vr/E) cos 0) qt(r) satisfies 
dp,=exp(~cosR) [(;g+;$-;qr-;qr)dt+hq, adyt] 
E 8% 
- 2 ar2 + $ g + (5 + Vcos 6) 2 - Vv $ - ;h’p, + hp! o dyt 
E a2Pt 2 apt 
= 2G+;!$+V--;h2p, 0 dy, 
1 2 ax1 
which definitely is Eq. (11). 0 
Remark. It should be noted that such an invariant solution exists only when the initial 
distribution of the state xt has the same invariance property. Here, it must be of the 
form 
p0(r, 0) = exp (16) 
This very specific dependence on the angle 0 may not be valid in practical situations. 
Note also that we do not focus on the conditions ensuring existence of a solution 
for Eq. (15) which presents a singularity at r = 0. 
Now, that we have illustrated the method on an example, we turn to the general 
case. 
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3. Computation of infinitesimal symmetries 
The basic idea to reduce the Zakai equation to a lower-dimensional stochastic Pde 
consists in looking for special solutions of the Zakai equation, namely solutions with 
a certain degree of symmetry (that is, invariant under some group action). This can 
be done by extending the (deterministic) invariance group techniques to the stochastic 
case. 
We introduce the following technical assumption. 
Assumption 3.1. 1. The coefficients of the linear partial 
MI,..., Mp are smooth functions. 
2. MO is elliptic, namely if MO = $ CJi =, a’j(x)d&, +. . . , 
(dj(x))i,j= I....,, is positive definite for all x E [w”. 
differential operators MO, 
then the symmetric matrix 
3.1. Shifting from symmetries of a stochastic Pde to symmetries of a family 
of Pde’s 
Let (y(t)hg0 = (y’(t), . . . , yJ’(t)),>o be a smooth trajectory in LQJ’ (although smooth, 
it will correspond later to the irregular observation process). Instead of the stochastic 
Pde (5), we focus on the deterministic one 
(17) 
where the linear differential operators MO,. . . , Mp are defined in Eq. (3). We shall 
characterize the invariant solutions of Eq. (17) and their relation to the Zakai equation 
(5). 
We aim at finding particular solutions of the Eq. (17). For this, a general proce- 
dure consists in studying its invariances under group actions. Then we can adapt to 
the filtering situation the basic computational procedure summarized in Olver (1986, 
p. 192) for reducing Pde’s with symmetries. To a symmetry, one can generally asso- 
ciate special solutions having such a symmetry and satisfying ‘simpler’ equations (it 
should be noted that this general procedure presents the drawback to be of local nature 
and that singularities may be an obstacle to global results: solutions may indeed be 
only defined on small open subsets while the conditional law is defined on the whole 
space). 
3.2. A necessary and sujicient condition for existence 
Due to the parabolic nature of the Zakai equation, we are able to provide geometric 
conditions for the existence of infinitesimal symmetries and therefore for the existence 
of a reduced equation. Results and references are to be found in Appendix A. 
We follow here the notations in Appendix A, and we use Theorem A.4. Thus, 
<PM0 denotes the finite-dimensional perturbation algebra of the elliptic operator MO (it 
contains linear partial differential operators of order less or equal to one on KY). 
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Theorem 3.2. Let U( R x R” x R) be the subalgebra of X( [w x R” x R) of vector fields 
c of the form 
i = iO(t)& + 2 i’(t,x)a& + i”+‘(t,x)ya,. (18) 
i=l 
Let to be the linear partial differential operator 
given by 
n 
of order less than or equal to two, 
to = - iO(0)M,* - c i’(o,x)a, + i”+yo,x> (19) 
i=l 
and let [; be the dual operator. Then, c E U(R x R” x R) is an injnitesimal symmetry 
of Eq. (17) for all (y(t))lao if and only if 
$ E U&I40 $ ~~~ and Vi = 1 ,..., p adMzadLO([i)=O, MEN. PO) 
Proof. For any { E U(R x IR” x IF!) and t E R, let [t and 13,[, be the linear partial 
differential operators of order less than or equal to two given by 
For a given ( y(t))tao, let us denote 
t, = - iO(t)Mo’ - i: i’(t,x)a& + i”f’(t,x), 
i=l 
a,& = - &fyt)Mo* - 2 fg(t,x)&, + a,ly+yt,x>. 
i=l 
(21) 
A =M,* + 5 yk(t)M,*. 
k=l 
Then, by Theorem A.3 in Appendix A, c is an infinitesimal symmetry of Eq. (17) for 
the given (y(t))tao if and only if 
k=l 
Thus, c is an infinitesimal symmetry of (17) for all (y(t))t30 if and only if 
Vt E R, &[, = [M,*, [,I and [Ml, f,] = 0 
and, by dualizing, if and only if 
VtER, d,[~=[[~,Mo] and [[r,k&]=O, k=l,..., p. (22) 
Thus, by Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) in Theorem A.4 in the Appendix A, we see that i is 
an infinitesimal symmetry of Eq. (17) for all (y(t))t30 if and only if 
[~ERA~ocBBM~ and Vi=l,...,p adM,(exp(-tadMO)(&))=O. 
Now, exp( -tadMO)(c) is an analytical function with values in the finite-dimensional 
vector space lRM0 @ PM,, and thus adMI (exp( -tadMO )(& )) is an analytical function 
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with values in the finite-dimensional vector space adM,([WMa $ 9~~). Therefore, this 
latter function is zero if and only all its derivatives at t = 0 are zero and this ends the 
proof. 0 
Remark. The condition (20) is to be compared with the condition of nonobservabil- 
ity of an initial point x0 for linear systems (Hxo = . . . = HFkxo = . . = 0). Here, the 
symmetry represented by 4: is not observable by the filter. 
3.3. Geometry of the operator MO and existence of injinitesimal symmetries 
In this section, we shall show how the existence of nontrivial infinitesimal symmetries 
is related to the geometry of the parabolic operator MO. We use the Riemannian metric 
g associated with MO and the geometric tools recalled in Appendix A (Section A.2). 
Lemma 3.3 (Ovsjannikov, 1982). There exists a Riemannian metric g on iw” such that 
tf A, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the Riemannian space V,, = (IQ”, g), then MO 
can be written 
MO = ; A, + U + c, 
where U is a smooth vector field on KY’ and c a smooth function. 
(23) 
Proposition 3.4. Let MI = hl,. . . , MP = hP be nonconstant functions. Let also [ E U( [w x 
[w” x iw) be such that @J E 9’~~ and let (Xk)kE N in S?JM) be the associated sequence 
given by Eq. (A.8). Two cases are possible. 
1. For ah k E N, Xk E YJM) (ng(Xk) = 0). Then [ is an infinitesimal symmetry of Eq. 
(17) for all (y(t))tao if and only if 
Lx,hi=O, YkEN, Vi=1 ,..., p. (24) 
2. There exists k E N such that X, $! YJM) (ng(Xk) # 0). Then [ is not an infinites- 
imal symmetry of Eq. (17) for all (y(t))tao. 
Proof. By Eq. (A.lO), we have 
* 
adz’([G) = ns(Xk)Mo +Xk+, + function 
and thus 
-adM,adL:‘(i”i) = Q(&)[Mo, hi] + Lx,+,hi. 
1. Since yy(&)=O for all kE N, then by Eq. (20) we get Eq. (24). 
2. Otherwise, we compute 
[MO, hi] = [i A, + U, hi] = Vghi + function 
so that the vector field Vghi must be zero for Eq. (20) to be satisfied. This would 
contradict the assumption that no hi is constant. 
Thus, [ is an infinitesimal symmetry of Eq. (17) for all (y(t))r>o if and only if 
YkEEN, XkE9s(M) and Lx,hi=O, Vi=1 ,..., p. 0 (25) 
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As it can be seen in Proposition 3.4, the existence of infinitesimal symmetries is 
strongly related to the geometry of the infinitesimal generator of the signal process. 
Now, the noise process in a model of the signal is rarely well known compared to 
the dynamics so that the reduction procedure depends on a “poor” part of the model. 
In the tracking example, the choice of an additive Brownian motion state noise is of 
great help by the symmetry properties of the usual Laplacian on I&!‘. 
3.4. Back to the tracking example 
As an application, we show how the infinitesimal symmetry was found in the tracking 
example. Here, the operators MO,. . . ,Mp of Eq. (3) are given by 
(26) 
Let us denote by gR2 the flat metric on the plane, by Vnz (resp. AR2) the associated 
gradient (resp. Laplacian). By Eq. (26), we have 
MO = ;A,i - VA - ;h(r)’ 
ax1 
and, therefore, the metric is g =(l/s)gR2. With the notations of Lemma 3.3, we have 
U= - V$ and c= - ih(r)2. 
Now, it is clear that U = Vnz( - Vxi ) = (l/e)V,( - Vxi ) and therefore KM~ = 0 by The- 
orem A.7 in Appendix A. On the other hand, since div, U = 0 and g( U, U) = ( 1/s)V2, 
we easily see that HM, = div, U + $,g(U, U) - 2c is a function of r only. 
We claim that 
a Vr a c= - - - -sineu- 
ae & au 
is an infinitesimal symmetry. Indeed, by Theorem 3.2, we consider 
a Vr 
[i= - - - -sine=X+m, 
ae & 
where X = - 8180 is an isometry of (R2,g) since it is an isometry of (R2,gRz), and 
where m = - (Vr/s)sin 0 is such that Xi = 0 in induction (37) of Theorem A.7: 
x, =x, 
XI = V&m - g(X, U>>, (27) 
xi+2 = ;V,(WLwo + rl.4WiW~o ). 
Moreover, since LxaHMO = - aHM,,/ae = 0, we get X2 = 0 and, by induction, Xi = 0 for 
all i > 3. This proves that &j E 9’~,, . NOW, since X0 = - a/at3 and Xi = 0 for i 2 1, Eq. 
(24) is satisfied since h depends only upon r (L&z = (d/%J)h(r) = 0). 
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4. Conclusions 
We have exhibited sufficient conditions and a general method to reduce the Zakai 
equation to a lower dimensional stochastic Pde. 
An extension of the method is possible for discrete-time filtering problems. Consider 
the partially observed stochastic process given by the following system: 
(&)fE N Markov process on R” with homogeneous transition Q; 
the density of y, knowing X( is given by p(y, ( xt). (28) 
As in the continuous-time case, we can define an unnormalized conditional law (T,. In 
case the measure of has smooth density p,, it satisfies the following equation: 
Pt+1 = P(Yl I xN*Pt. (29) 
By considering transformations on Z x R” x R, we can define an action on functions on 
N x R”. Then, the previous method naturally extends, except for the geometric tools 
of Section 3. 
We shall end by pointing out the links with finite-dimensional filters. When there 
exist solutions of the original Pde which only depend on one parameter satisfying a 
differential equation, the stochastic counterpart is what is called a finite-dimensional 
filter (or rather a formal finite-dimensional filter because of its local nature Levine, 
1991) of dimension 1. 
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Appendix A: Infinitesimal symmetries of a parabolic operator 
A. 1. The time-dependent case 
Let A be a second-order time-varying linear partial differential operator on R” of the 
form 
n n 
A = C ai’(x + C b’(t,x)&r + c(t,x), 
i,j = 1 i=l 
(A.11 
where A is assumed to be smooth (the functions a”(.),@(., .) and c(., .) are smooth) 
and elliptic (the symmetric matrix (a”(x))i,j= I,,,.,~ is positive definite for all x E FV). 
Note that not all coeficients depend on the time t. The associated parabolic differential 
equation is 
ZQ - Au = 0. (A.2) 
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The following characterization of the set @8,-A of infinitesimal symmetries of (A.2) 
is adapted from Olver (1986), Ovsjannikov (1982) and Rosencrans (1976). It can be 
found in Cohen de Lara (1991, 1997b) when the coefficients do not depend on the 
time t, but its extension to our case - where the second-order part does not depend 
on the time t - is straightforward. This is why we just state the results and send the 
reader to Cohen de Lara (1991, 1997b) for the proofs. 
Proposition A.l. &id,-A is a Lie algebra which can be written as a direct sum 
Ba,-A = [6a,-A n %(R x 12” x R)] e Sr-,, (A.3 1 
where 2I(R x R” x R) is de$ned in Theorem 3.2, and where (ST__, rejects the linearity 
of Eq. (A.2) and consists of vector fields of the form i=u(t,x)ay, with u a solution 
of Eq. (A.2). 
The interesting part [Ba,--A n Crr(rW x [w” x iw)] of the Lie algebra Qs,-_A can be 
characterized as follows. 
Definition A.2. Let Aquad = CTj= 1 dj(x)di,, be the second-order part of A which does 
not depend on the time t. Let Y”IA = I%&& $ X(P) $ P’(P) denote the space of 
smooth linear differential operators P of order less than or equal to two on [w” of the 
form P~J = tlAq&(P+@+mq for cp E Cm(Rn), where (a,X,m) E [W:fi([W”): Coo(iWn). 
For any [ E ti(rW x [w” x [w) (given by Eq. (18)) and t E R, let c, and a,[, E SrA be 
given by 
tt = - i”(t)Aquad 
i=l 
(A.4) 
a,[t = - &iO(Q&!d - 2 f3,r’(t,x)&, + a,i”+‘(t,x). 
i=l 
With this, we get a characterization of @a,-_~ in terms of linear differential operators 
on [w”. 
Theorem A.3. Zf [ E %!I( R x IF!” x R), then the following equivalence is satisfied 
A.2. The time-independent case 
In the case when the functions b’ and c in Eq. (A. 1) do not depend upon the time t, 
the last Theorem A.3 can be strengthened as follows (Cohen de Lara (1991, 1997b)). 
Theorem A.4 Cohen de Lara (1991, 1997b). There exists a finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra PA, the perturbation algebra of the elliptic operator A, consisting of linear 
partial dtyerential operators of order less than or equal to one on R” such that, for all 
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[ E %(W), c E Ba,_A if and only if 
Q’t E K &i^, = [A &I 
if and only if 
(A.61 
&,E [WA $9~ and Qt E R, 
+c= tk 
i^,=exp(ta&)(i^o)= c --a&(&). 
k=O k! 
(A.7) 
Thanks to this result, the characterization of infinitesimal symmetries of Eq. (A.2) 
relies upon the characterization of the Lie algebra PA. This is the object of what 
follows but we need to introduce geometric tools first. 
A.3. A geometric characterization of the perturbation algebra 
With the metric g defined in Lemma 3.3, we can introduce geometric tools. 
Definition A.5. Let X, Y and 2 be vector fields, a be a l-form and cp a smooth function. 
Lie derivative ??D is the Levi-Civita connexion associated with the metric g. Lz is the 
and AZ the derivative AZ = Lz - Dz. 
??AZ induces a (1, 1)-tensor field Az by AzX = - DxZ whose adjoint 
by g(@X, Y) = g(X,AzY). 
??Zb is the l-form defined by (Z”,X) =g(Z,X) (and the operation # 
of b). 
??Vgs’p is the vector field (dq)‘, that is g( V,cp,X) =Xcp = Lx(p. 
??The divergence of Z is the function div,Z = - trace(rlz) and the Laplacian d, is 
given by d,cp = div,( Vg(p). 
A* is defined Z 
is the inverse 
Definition A.6. T E X(lP) is said to be an homothetic infinitesimal transformation of 
(IF!“, g) if there exists A E R such that LTg = Ig (Note 11 in Kobayashi and Nomizu, 
1963). We denote by es the space of homothetic infinitesimal transformations of (R”,g) 
and define the linear form Q on $ by Q(T) = A if Lrg = Lg. 3, = Ker Q is the space 
of infinitesimal isometries of (R”, g). 
Now, we can characterize PA. 
Theorem A.7 Cohen de Lara (1991, 1995). The smooth dijfkrential operator X + 
m E X(W) @ C-(W) belongs to PA if and only if there exists a sequence (Xi)! E N in 
P”,(M) which satisjes one of the equivalent following inductions: 
4 =&x0 + V&m - g(X0J)), 
(or = - ryWOP + [&X01 + Vp), (A.81 
x+2 = &x+I + ; V&x,H4 + ;r?,(XYfA )> 
(or= - r&K+lP + [WG+II + V,(s(X+l,W + -$~,ft~ + ~q&fiYh)), 
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where the skew-symmetric (1,1) tensor field KA and the function HA are given by 
KA=Au -A$ and HA =div,U + g(U, 7-J) - 2c. 
Moreover, we have 
where the sequence of functions mk satisfies the induction 
mk+l = #, + U)mk - (Lx, + t&#k))c, mo = m. 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
(A.ll) 
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